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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a novel reinforcement learning based
model for sequence tagging, referred to as MM-Tag. Inspired by
the success and methodology of the AlphaGo Zero, MM-Tag for-
malizes the problem of sequence tagging with a Monte Carlo tree
search (MCTS) enhanced Markov decision process (MDP) model,
in which the time steps correspond to the positions of words in a
sentence from le to right, and each action corresponds to assign
a tag to a word. Two long short-term memory networks (LSTM)
are used to summarize the past tag assignments and words in the
sentence. Based on the outputs of LSTMs, the policy for guiding
the tag assignment and the value for predicting the whole tagging
accuracy of the whole sentence are produced. e policy and value
are then strengthened with MCTS, which takes the produced raw
policy and value as inputs, simulates and evaluates the possible
tag assignments at the subsequent positions, and outputs a beer
search policy for assigning tags. A reinforcement learning algo-
rithm is proposed to train the model parameters. Our work is the
first to apply the MCTS enhanced MDP model to the sequence tag-
ging task. We show that MM-Tag can accurately predict the tags
thanks to the exploratory decision making mechanism introduced
by MCTS. Experimental results show based on a chunking bench-
mark showed that MM-Tag outperformed the state-of-the-art se-
quence tagging baselines including CRF and CRF with LSTM.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sequence tagging, including POS tagging, chunking, and name en-
tity recognition, has gained considerable research aention for a
few decades. Using the chunking as an example, given a sentences
of text (e.g., a sentence), each of the word in a sequence receives a
“tag” (class label) that expresses its phrase type.
Existing sequence tagging models are be categorized into the
statistical models and the deep neural networks based models. Tra-
ditional research on sequence tagging focus on the linear statistical
models, including the maximum entropy (ME) classifier [10] and
maximum entropy Markov models (MEMMs) [7]. ese models
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predict a distribution of tags for each time step and then use beam-
like decoding to find optimal tag sequences. Lafferty et al. pro-
posed conditional random fields (CRF) [4] to leverage global sen-
tence level feature and solve the label bias problem in MEMM. All
the linear statistical models rely heavily on hand-craed features,
e.g., the word spelling features for the task of part-of-speech. Moti-
vated by the success of deep learning, deep neural networks based
models have been proposed for sequence tagging in recent years.
Most of them directly combine the deep neural networks with CRF.
For example, Huang [3] used a bidirectional LSTM to automati-
cally extract word-level representations and then combined with
CRF for jointly label decoding. Ma [5] introduced a neural network
architecture that both word level and character level features are
used, in which bidirectional LSTM, CNN, and CRF are combined.
In recent years, reinforcement learning is also proposed for the
task. For example, Maes et al. formalized the sequence tagging task
as a Markov decision process (MDP) and used the reinforcement
learning algorithm SARSA to construct optimal sequence directly
in a greedy manner [6]. Feng et al. proposed a novel model to
address the noise problem of relation classification task caused by
distant supervision, in which an instance selector designed with
REINFORCE algorithm is used to assign select or delete action (la-
bel) for every sentence Feng et al. [2].
Inspired by the reinforcement learning model of AlphaGO [11]
and AlphaGO Zero [12] programs designed for the Game of Go,
in this paper we propose to solve the sequence tagging with a
Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) enhanced Markov decision pro-
cess (MDP). e new sequence tagging model, referred to as MM-
Tag (MCTS enhanced MDP for Tagging), makes use of an MDP to
model the sequential tag assignment process in sequence tagging.
At each position (corresponding to a ranking position), based on
the past words and tags, two long short-term memory networks
(LSTM) are used to summarize the past words and tags, respec-
tively. Based on the outputs of these two LSTMs, a policy function
(a distribution over the valid tags) for guiding the tag assignment
and a value function for estimating the accuracy of tagging are pro-
duced. To avoid the problem of assigning tags without utilizing the
whole sentence level tags, in stead of choosing a tag directly with
the raw policy predicted by the policy function, MM-Tag explores
more possibilities in the whole space. e exploration is conducted
with the MCTS guided by the produced policy function and value
function, resulting a strengthened search policy for the tag assign-
ment. Moving to the next iteration, the algorithm moves to the
next position and continue the above process until at the end of
the sentence.
Reinforcement learning is used to train the model parameters.
In the training phase, at each learning iteration and for each train-
ing sentence (and the corresponding labels), the algorithm first
conducts an MCTS inside the training loop, guided by the current
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policy function and value function. en themodel parameters are
adjusted to minimize the loss function. e loss function consists
of two terms: 1) the squared error between the predicted value and
the final ground truth accuracy of the whole sentence tagging; and
2) the cross entropy of the predicted policy and the search proba-
bilities for tags selection. Stochastic gradient descent is utilized for
conducting the optimization.
To evaluate the effectiveness of MM-Tag, we conducted exper-
iments on the basis of CoNLL 2000 chunking dataset. e experi-
mental results showed that MM-Tag can significantly outperform
the state-of-the-art sequence tagging approaches, including the lin-
ear statistical models of CRF and neural network-based models of
BI-LSTM-CRF. We analyzed the results and showed that MM-Tag
improved the performances through conducting lookahead MCTS
to explore in the whole tagging space.
2 MDP FORMULATION OF SEQUENCE TAGGING
In this section, we introduce the proposed MM-Tag model.
2.1 Sequence tagging as an MDP
Suppose that X = {x1, · · · , xM } is a sequence of words (sentence)
to be labeled, and Y = {y1, · · · ,yM } is the corresponding ground
truth tag sequence. All components xi of X are the L-dimensional
preliminary representations of the words, i.e., the word embedding.
All componentsyi of Y are assumed to be selected from a finite tag
set Y. From example, Y may be the set of possible part-of-speech
tags. e goal of sequence tagging is to construct a model that can
automatically assign a tag to each word in the input sentence X.
MM-Tag formulates the assignment of tags to sentences as a
process of sequential decision making with an MDP in which each
time step corresponds to a position in the sentence. e states,
actions, transition function, value function, and policy function of
the MDP are set as:
States S : We design the state at time step t as a pair st = [Xt =
{x1, · · · , xt },Yt = {y1, · · · , yt−1}], where Xt is the preliminary
representation of the prefix of the input sentence of length t . Yt is
the prefix of the label sequence of length t − 1. At the beginning
(t = 1), the state is initialized as s1 = [{x1}, {∅}], where ∅ is the
empty sequence.
Actions A: At each time step t , the A(st ) ⊆ Y is the set of ac-
tions the agent can choose. at is, the action at ∈ A(st ) actually
chooses a tag yt ∈ Y for word xt .
Transition function T : T : S × A → S is defined as
st+1 = T (st ,at ) = T ([Xt ,Yt ],at ) = [Xt ⊕ {xt+1},Yt ⊕ {at }]
where ⊕ appends xt+1 and at to Xt and Yt , respectively. At each
time step t , based on state st the system chooses an action (tag) at
for the word position t . en, the system moves to time step t + 1
and the system transits to a new state st+1: first, the word sequence
Xt is updated by concatenating the next word xt+1; second, the
system appends the selected tag to the end of Yt , generating a new
tag sequence.
Value function V : e state value function V : S → R is a
scalar evaluation, predicting the accuracy of the tag assignments
for the whole sentence (an episode), on the basis of the input state.
e value function is learned so as to fit the real tag assignment
accuracies of the training sentences.
In this paper, we use two LSTMs to respectively map the word
sequenceXt and tag sequence Yt in the state st to two real vectors,
and then define the value function as nonlinear transformation of
the weighted sum of the LSTM’s outputs:
V (s) = σ (〈w, g(s)〉 + bv ) (1)
where w and bv are the weight vector and the bias to be learned
during training, σ (x) = 11+e−x is the nonlinear sigmoid function,
and g(s) is a concatenation of the outputs from the word LSTM
LSTMX and tag LSTM LSTMY :
g(s) =
[
LSTMX (Xt )T , LSTMY (Yt−1)T
]T
. (2)
e two LSTM networks are defined as follows: given s = [Xt =
{x1, · · · , xt },Yt = {y1, · · · , yt−1}], where xk (k = 1, · · · , t) is the
word atk-th position, represented with itsword embedding. yk (k =
1, · · · ,T − 1) is the label at k-th position, represented with one hot
vector. LSTMX outputs a representation hk for position k :
fk =σ (WXf xk + UXf hk−1 + bXf ), ik = σ (WXi xk + UXi hk−1 + bXi ),
ok =σ (WXo xk + UXo hk−1 + bXo ),
ck =fk ◦ ck−1 + ik ◦ tanh(WXc xk + UXc hk−1 + bXc ),
hk =ok ◦ tanh(ck ),
where h and c are initialized with zero vector; operator “◦” de-
notes the element-wise product and “σ” is applied to each of the en-
tries; the variables fk , ik , ok , ck and hk denote the forget gate’s ac-
tivation vector, input gate’s activation vector, output gate’s activa-
tion vector, cell state vector, and output vector of the LSTM block,
respectively. WX
f
,WXi ,W
X
o ,U
X
f
,UXi ,U
X
o , b
X
f
, bXi , b
X
o are weight
matrices and bias vectors need to be learned during training. e
output vector and cell state vector at the t-th cell are concatenated
as the output of LSTM, that is
LSTMX (Xt ) =
[
ht
T
, ct
T
]T
.
e function LSTMY (Yt−1), which used tomap the tag sequence
Yt−1 into a real vector, is defined similarly to that of for LSTMX .
Policy function p: e policy p(s) defines a function that takes
the state as input and output a distribution over all of the possible
actions a ∈ A(s). Specifically, each probability in the distribution
is a normalized so-max function whose input is the bilinear prod-
uct of the state representation in Equation (2) and the selected tag:
p(a |s) = exp
{
Φ(a)TUp g(s)
}
∑
a′∈A(s) exp
{
Φ(a′)TUp g(s)
} ,
where Φ(a) is the one hot vector for representing the tag a and Up
is the parameter in bilinear product. e policy function p(s) is:
p(s) = 〈p(a1 |s), · · · ,p(a |A(s) | |s)〉. (3)
2.2 Strengthening raw policy with MCTS
Tagging directly with the predicted raw policy p in Equation (3)
may lead to suboptimal results because the policy is calculated
based on the past tags. e raw policy has no idea about the tags
that will be assigned for the future words. To alleviate the problem,
following the practices in AlphaGo [11] and AlphaGoZero [12], we
propose to conduct lookahead search with MCTS. at is, at each
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position t , an MCTS search is executed, guided by the policy func-
tion p and the value function V , and output a strengthened new
search policy pi . Usually, the search policy pi has high probability
to select a tag with higher accuracy than the raw policy p defined
in Equation (3).
Algorithm 1 shows the details of the MCTS in which each tree
node corresponds to an MDP state. It takes a root node sR , value
function V and policy function p as inputs. e algorithm iterates
K times and outputs a strengthened search policy pi for selecting
a tag for the root node sR . Suppose that each edge e(s,a) (the edge
from state s to the state T (s,a)) of the MCTS tree stores an action
value Q(s,a), visit count N (s,a), and prior probability P(s,a). At
each of the iteration, the MCTS executes the following steps:
Selection: Each iterations starts from the root state sR and iter-
atively selects the documents that maximize an upper confidence
bound:
at = argmax
a
(Q(st ,a) + λU (st , a)), (4)
where λ > 0 is the tradeoff coefficient, and the bonus U (st , a) =
p(a |st )
√∑
a′∈A(st ) N (st ,a′)
1+N (st ,a) . U (st ,a) is proportional to the prior prob-
ability but decays with repeated visits to encourage exploration.
Evaluation and expansion: When the traversal reaches a leaf
node sL , the node is evaluated with the value functionV (sL) (Equa-
tion (1)). Note following the practices in AlphaGo Zero, we use the
value function instead of rollouts for evaluating a node.
en, the leaf node sL may be expanded. Each edge from the leaf
position sL (corresponds to each action a ∈ A(sL)) is initialized as:
P(sL, a) = p(a |sL) (Equation (3)), Q(sL,a) = 0, and N (sL,a) = 0. In
this paper all of the available actions of sL are expanded.
Back-propagation and update: At the end of evaluation, the
action values and visit counts of all traversed edges are updated.
For each edge e(s,a), the prior probabilityP(s,a) is kept unchanged,
and Q(s,a) and N (s,a) are updated:
Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) × N (s,a) +V (sL)
N (s,a) + 1 ;N (s,a) ← N (s,a) + 1. (5)
Calculate the strengthened search policy: Finally aer iterat-
ing K times, the strengthened search policy pi for the root node
sR can be calculated according to the visit counts N (sR , a) of the
edges starting from sR :
π (a |sR ) =
N (sR ,a)∑
a′∈A(sR ) N (sR , a′)
, (6)
for all a ∈ A(sR ).
2.3 Learning and inference algorithms
2.3.1 Reinforcement learning of the parameters. e model has
parameters Θ (including w,bv ,Up , and parameters in LSTMX and
LSTMY ) to learn. In the training phase, suppose we are given N
labeled sentence D = {(X(n),Y(n))}Nn=1. Algorithm 2 shows the
training procedure. First, the parametersΘ is initialized to random
weights in [−1, 1]. At each subsequent iteration, for each tagged
sentence (X,Y), a tag sequence is predicted for X with current pa-
rameter seing: at each position t , an MCTS search is executed,
using previous iteration of value function and policy function, and
a tag at is selected according to the search policy pit . e ranking
terminates at the end of the sentence and achieved a predicted tag
Algorithm 1 TreeSearch
Input: root sR , value V , policy p, search times K
Output: Search policy pi
1: for k = 0 to K − 1 do
2: sL ← sR
3: {Selection}
4: while sL is not a leaf node do
5: a ← argmaxa∈A(sL)Q(sL,a) + λ ·U (sL,a){Eq. (4)}
6: sL ← child node pointed by edge (sL, a)
7: end while
8: {Evaluation and expansion}
9: v ← V (sL) {simulate v with value function V}
10: for all a ∈ A(sL) do
11: Expand an edge e to node s = [sL .Xt , sL .Yt ⊕ {a}]
12: e .P ← p(a |sL); e .Q ← 0; e .N ← 0{init edge properties}
13: end for
14: {Back-propagation}
15: while sL , sR do
16: s ← parent of sL ; e ← edge from s to sL
17: e .Q ← e .Q×e .N+ve .N+1 {Eq. (5)}
18: e .N ← e .N + 1; sL ← s
19: end while
20: end for
21: {Calculate tree search policy. Eq. (6)}
22: for all a ∈ A(sR ) do
23: π (a |sR ) ← e (sR ,a).N∑
a′∈A(sR ) e (sR ,a′).N
24: end for
25: return pi
sequence (a1, · · · ,aM ). Given the ground truth tag sequenceY, the
overall prediction accuracy of the sentenceX is calculated, denoted
as r . e data generated at each time step E = {(st ,pit )}Mt=1 and the
final evaluation r are utilized as the signals in training for adjust-
ing the value function. e model parameters are adjusted to min-
imize the error between the predicted value V (st ) and the whole
sentence accuracy r , and to maximize the similarity of the policy
p(st ) to the search probabilities pit . Specifically, the parameters Θ
are adjusted by gradient descent on a loss function ℓ that sums over
the mean-squared error and cross-entropy losses, respectively:
ℓ(E, r ) =
|E |∑
t=1
©­«(V (st ) − r )
2
+
∑
a∈A(st )
πt (a |st ) log 1
p(a |st )
ª®¬ . (7)
e model parameters are trained by back propagation and sto-
chastic gradient descent. Specifically, we use AdaGrad [1] on all
parameters in the training process.
2.3.2 Inference. e inference of the tag sequence for a sen-
tence is shown in Algorithm 3. Given a sentence X, the system
state is initialized as s1 = [{x1}, ∅]. en, at each of the time steps
t = 1, · · · ,M , the agent receives the state st = [Xt ,Yt ] and search
the policy pi with MCTS, on the basis of the value function V and
policy function p. en, it chooses an action a for the word at
position t . Moving to the next iteration t + 1, the state becomes
st+1 = [Xt+1,Yt+1]. e process is repeated until the end of the
sentence is reached.
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Algorithm 2 Train MM-Tag model
Input: Labeled data D = {(X(n),Y(n))}Nn=1, learning rate η, num-
ber of search K
Output: Θ
1: Initialize Θ← random values in [−1, 1]
2: repeat
3: for all (X,Y) ∈ D do
4: s ← [x1, ∅];M ← |X |;E ← ∅
5: for t = 1 toM do
6: pi ← TreeSearch(s,V , p,K) {Alg. (1)}
7: a = argmaxa∈A(s) π (a |s) {select the best tag}
8: E ← E ⊕ {(s,pi )}
9: s ← [s .Xt ⊕ {xt+1}, s .Yt ⊕ {a}]
10: end for
11: r ← Acccuracy(Y, s .YM ){overall accuracy}
12: Θ← Θ − η ∂ℓ(E,r )
∂Θ
{ℓ is defined in Eq. (7)}
13: end for
14: until converge
15: return Θ
Algorithm 3MM-Tag Inference
Input: sentence X = {x1, · · · , xM }, value functionV , policy func-
tion p, and search times K ,
Output: label sequence Y
1: s ← [{x1}, ∅];M ← |X|
2: for t = 1 toM do
3: pi ← TreeSearch(s,V , p,K)
4: a ← argmaxa∈A(s) π (a |s)
5: s ← [s .X ⊕ {xt+1}, s .Y ⊕ {a}]
6: end for
7: return s .Y
We implemented the MM-Tag model based on TensorFlow and
the code can be found at theGithub repository hp://hide for anonymous review.
3 EXPERIMENTS
We tested the performances of MM-Tag on subsets of CoNLL 2000
chunking set1. In chunking task, each word is tagged with its
phrase type, e.g., tag “B-NP” indicates aword starting a noun phrase.
Considering MM-Tag is time consuming for parsing the long sen-
tences, we constructed a short sentence subset which was ran-
domly selected from the whole CoNLL 2000 chunking set and the
sentences longer than 13 words were removed. e final short sen-
tence subset consists of 1000 sentences and the average sentence
length is 9 words. Among them, 900were used for training and 100
were used for testing. All of the words in the sentences were rep-
resented with the word embeddings. In the experiments, we used
the publicly available GloVe 100-dimensional embeddings trained
on 6 billion words from Wikipedia and Gigaword [9].
1hps://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2000/chunking/
Table 1: Performance comparison of all methods.
Precision Recall F1 Accuracy
CRF 93.98% 94.47% 94.13% 94.54%
LSTM+CRF 88.04% 88.43% 88.17% 89.99%
BiLSTM+CRF 89.57% 89.81% 89.65% 90.61%
MM-Tag 95.75% 95.47% 94.82% 95.77%
We compare MM-Tag with linear statistical models of CRF im-
plemented with an open soware CRFsuite2 [8] and neural mod-
els of LSTM-CRF and BI-LSTM-CRF, following the configurations
in [3]. For CRF, 935 spelling features and context features were
extracted. e features including word identity, word suffix, word
shape, word POS tag from current and nearby words etc.
For MM-Tag, the number of search times K , the learning rate η,
the tree search trade-off parameter λ, and the number of hidden
units in LSTM h were set to K = 4000, η = 0.001, λ = 0.25, and
h = 200.
Table 1 reports the performances of MM-Tag and baseline meth-
ods in terms of tagging precision, recall, F1, and accuracy. Boldface
indicates the highest scores among all runs. From the result we
can see that, MM-Tag outperformed all of the baseline methods
in terms of all of the evaluation metrics, indicating the effective-
ness of the proposedMM-Tag model. We note that neural methods
(LSTM+CRF and BiLSTM+CRF) were underperformed the CRF and
MM-Tag. e reason may because the short sentence subset is not
sufficient enough to learn the large amount of parameters in neural
networks.
4 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a novel approach to sequence tag-
ging, referred to as MM-Tag. MM-Tag formalizes the tagging of a
sentence as a sequence of decision-making with MDP. e looka-
head MCTS is used to strengthen the raw predicted policy so that
the search policy has high probability to select the correct for each
word. Reinforcement learning is utilized to train the model param-
eters. MM-Tag enjoys several advantages: tagging with the shared
policy and the value functions, end-to-end learning, and high ac-
curacy in tagging. Experimental results show that MM-Tag outper-
formed the baselines of CRF, LSTM-CRF, and BI-LSTM-CRF.
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